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SVITAP J.H.J. Ltd. is a growing Czech textile company specializing in PET strap SVITAPET, technical 

textiles, technical confection, PE foils and artificial leathers. The company was  established in 1993. 

Company turnover exceeded 40 millions EUR in 2009 and the company employs over 700 people in 

5manufacturing plants. Mr. Jan Heømanský is the company sole owner as well as the General Director.

marketing

PRODUCTS PORTFOLIO SVITAP J.H.J. LTD. 

PET STRAP SVITAPET, PE CASHIERED FOILSPET STRAP SVITAPET, PE CASHIERED FOILS
PET STRAP SVITAPET - high quality packing material produced with high-tech quality technology  from 

SIMA. Extra strong strap, which you can count on. 

UNDER ROOF FOILS - we produce wide array of under roof foils for building industry

BARRIER PLASTIC FOILS - suitable for packing all kind of metals. Our foils have anti-corrosive properties. 

PE CASHIERED FOILS - materials with extra longevity, iIdeal for industrial greenhouses 

DIVISION I. DIVISION I. 

TECHNICAL TEXTILES, TENT CANVASES, FLAX FABRICSTECHNICAL TEXTILES, TENT CANVASES, FLAX FABRICS DIVISION II.DIVISION II.

FABRICS FOR SHOEMAKING INDUSTRY - materials used are PAD silk, PES silk, cotton

TECHNICAL TEXTILES - fabrics for conveyor strands, v-belts, wrapping 

FILTRATION FABRICS - for sugar refineries, cider houses, laboratories, hospitals

CLEANING TEXTILES - fabrics for dust rags and swab fabrics

COMPOSITE FABRICS - for laminating with use of various resins

DECKCHAIR FABRICS

FABRICS DYEING AND MODIFICATION - according to customer wish

TENT CANVASES - suitable for large military tents,  shelters, covers etc.  

FABRICS FOR WORKING CLOTHES 

TECHNICAL CONFECTION, MILITARY TENTS, TEXTILE HALLSTECHNICAL CONFECTION, MILITARY TENTS, TEXTILE HALLS
DIVISION III.DIVISION III.

MILITARY TENTS - we supply  our tents to the Czech Army

PARTY TENTS - our tents are made from high quality materials

GASHOLDERS -  are suitable for storing gases (CO2 , bio gas ets.)

GREENHOUSES - we do offer big-sized greenhouses, which enable the farm machinery to enter

TEXTILE ARCHITECTURE - provide us with the solution for buildings roofing, fair stands, playgrounds etc

TRANSPORT BAG - made form strong PES fabric coated with PVC  

ARTIFICIAL LEATHERS, CLIMATIC MEMBRANESARTIFICIAL LEATHERS, CLIMATIC MEMBRANES DIVISION V.DIVISION V.

ARTIFICIAL LEATHERS - for shoemaking, fancy goods making and automotive industry based on PVC, 

PUR, PAK or their combinations, coated on the woven or nonwoven fabrics  

COATINGS -  we do offer technical coating on the fabrics supplied by customer

POROMERIC LEATHERS - poromeric leathers based on PUR coated on textile or nonwoven under liner

TABLE CLOTHING - tableclothings are plastic materials with compact face-up side, produced on various 

basis

TEXTILE CLIMATIC MEMBRANES - textile laminates for demanding garment application with vapour-

permeable and waterproof polyurethane membrane providing pleasant microclimate

SVITAP J.H.J. Ltd. 

KIJEVSKÁ 8, 568 02  Svitavy Czech Republic, tel.: +420 461 568 111, fax: +420 461 568 300, 

e-mail: svitap@svitap.cz, www.svitap.cz
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